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Abstract 
Understanding the drivers and limits of species radiations is a crucial goal of 
evolutionary genetics and molecular ecology, yet research on this topic has been 
hampered by the notorious difficulty of connecting micro- and macro-evolutionary 
approaches to studying the drivers of diversification. To chart the current research 
gaps, opportunities, and challenges of molecular ecology approaches to studying 
radiations, we examine the literature in the journal MOLECULAR ECOLOGY and re-visit 
recent high-profile examples of evolutionary genomic research on radiations. We find 
that available studies of radiations are highly unevenly distributed among taxa, with 
many ecologically important and species-rich organismal groups remaining severely 
understudied, including arthropods, plants, and fungi. Most studies employed 
molecular methods suitable over either short or long evolutionary time scales, such 
as microsatellites or Restriction site Associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) in the 
former case and conventional amplicon sequencing of organellar DNA in the latter. 
The potential of molecular ecology studies to address and resolve patterns and 
processes around the species level in radiating groups of taxa is currently limited 
primarily by sample size and a dearth of information on radiating nuclear genomes as 
opposed to organellar ones. Based on our literature survey and personal experience, 
we suggest possible ways forward in the coming years. We touch on the potential and 
current limitations of whole genome sequencing (WGS) in studies of radiations. We 
suggest that WGS and targeted (‘capture’) resequencing emerge as the methods of 
choice for scaling up the sampling of populations, species, and genomes, including 
currently understudied organismal groups and the genes or regulatory elements 
expected to matter most to species radiations. 
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Introduction 
Understanding the origin and maintenance of biological diversity has long been the ‘holy 
grail’ of molecular ecology and evolutionary biology. Many aspiring biologists starting to deal 
with these important topics will find that the literature is largely divided into two rather 
contrasting worlds of approaches championed by different communities of researchers. On 
the one hand, macro-evolutionary approaches based on the tools of phylogenetics and 
comparative biology have been extremely helpful for gaining a retrospective understanding 
of spatial patterns and ecological correlates of species diversification over long time scales 
(Barraclough & Vogler 2000; Linder 2008; Cavender-Bares et al. 2009; Kozak & Wiens 
2010). On the other hand, micro-evolutionary approaches based on the analytical tools of 
population genetics have proven to be highly useful for understanding the actual 
mechanisms acting during population divergence and speciation ‘in real-time’, as exemplified 
by rapid recent progress in the field of speciation genomics (Smadja & Butlin 2011; The 
Marie Curie SPECIATION network 2011; Feder et al. 2012; Nosil 2012; Seehausen et al. 
2014). Only recently, connecting these two conceptual worlds within one single convincing 
study or research program has come truly within reach for many groups of taxa, thanks 
mainly to the availability of high-throughput genomic technologies and analytical tools for 
analyzing these novel types of data across the relevant taxonomic, spatial, temporal, and 
hierarchical / organismal scales (The Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; Brawand et al. 
2014; Lamichhaney et al. 2015; Charlesworth & Charlesworth 2016; Novikova et al. 2016). 
 The wide-spread disconnection between research at the micro- and macro-scales of 
evolution in most organismal groups is particularly problematic in the context of evolutionary 
radiations, that is, bursts of speciation typically associated with unusually high diversification 
rates (Rundell & Price 2009), or phrased differently, the “dramatic proliferation of taxa in a 
clade” (Simões et al. 2016). Since radiations (regardless whether initiated through adaptive 
or non-adaptive causes) are the source of most biodiversity on Earth (Schluter 2000; Rundell 
& Price 2009), understanding the molecular and population genetic mechanisms that drive or 
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constrain radiations is no doubt an extremely worthwhile goal. A particularly hotly debated 
process in this context is adaptive radiation, i.e. radiation resulting from natural selection 
driving divergence of an ancestral species into daughter species that are better able to 
exploit open niches (Glor 2010), often in the face of gene flow from their progenitors 
(Schluter 2000; Gavrilets et al. 2005). It is clear that the outcome of this enigmatic process 
will depend strongly on the interplay of the “big four” in population genetics: mutation, 
selection, migration (gene flow), and drift. Yet, most currently available knowledge of 
radiations (including adaptive radiations) stems from macro-evolutionary studies 
(Barraclough & Vogler 2000; Linder 2008; Jablonski 2008; Cavender-Bares et al. 2009; Glor 
2010; Kozak & Wiens 2010), which tend to be correlative by nature and thus limited in 
identifying the precise molecular and population genetic mechanisms responsible for the 
diversification process. Molecular ecology approaches based on natural genetic variation 
present within and between diverging populations – based firmly on the concepts of 
population genetics – hold great promise for tackling this task and identifying the 
mechanisms and drivers of species radiations. This becomes clear from a rich body of 
conceptual literature (e.g. Seehausen 2004; Gavrilets & Vose 2005; Givnish 2010; Abbott et 
al. 2013; Arnold 2016; Charlesworth & Charlesworth 2016) including studies of the so-called 
´speciation continuum´ (Feder et al. 2012; Nosil 2012), and from inspecting the rapidly 
growing toolbox of population genomics (Nielsen 2005; Ellegren 2014).  
The authors of the present paper form part of a trans-disciplinary research project 
aimed at understanding the drivers and limits of species radiations using the tools of 
ecology, phylogenetics, and population genetics. While developing and implementing this 
research, we noticed the relative feasibility of integrating ecology and phylogenetics for 
addressing macro-evolutionary patterns of radiations (notwithstanding potential issues with 
violating simplifying assumptions when applying ecological principles to comparative 
methods; Emerson & Gillespie 2008). The well developed framework for integrating ecology 
and phylogenetics stands in contrast with the perceived practical and conceptual challenges 
of firmly integrating population genetics into this research to pinpoint the mechanisms, 
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drivers, and constraints of the evolutionary process. In our case, the challenges posed by 
population genetics were manifold and ranged from practical issues such as the need to 
sample sufficient numbers of individuals from many populations and species, often under 
difficult field conditions (e.g. neotropical rain forests), to selecting efficient genomic and 
analytical tools for capturing changes in allelic frequencies for many populations and 
species, including those genome regions expected to matter most to the evolutionary 
process. Numerous interactions at recent scientific meetings and conferences suggest to us 
that many / most researchers and students of species radiations are confronted with similar 
challenges, and even recent high-profile studies of classical ‘model radiations’ are clearly 
affected by trade-offs between sampling populations, species, and genomes (e.g. The 
Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; Brawand et al. 2014; Lamichhaney et al. 2015; 
Novikova et al. 2016). We were thus motivated to explore recent progress in molecular 
ecology and population genetic approaches to studying species radiations in one of the 
leading subject journals, MOLECULAR ECOLOGY. Our goal was to sketch current research 
gaps in molecular ecology studies of radiations and to come up with practical suggestions for 
future research. Our hope was to help enable aspiring researchers to successfully negotiate 
the trade-offs arising from sampling large numbers of populations, species, and genomes in 
radiating taxa. 
To facilitate the present contribution, we first examined the literature on species 
radiations in MOLECULAR ECOLOGY covering a 20-year period, using a stringent set of search 
terms, with the goal of yielding a manageable core set of articles employing molecular 
ecology approaches for studying radiations. We then cross-tabulated a range of biological 
and technical attributes of the reviewed studies. We placed particular emphasis on the 
geographic and taxonomic distribution of available studies and the different types of 
molecular genetic tools used. We also examined the effects of sampling different numbers of 
individuals, populations, and species from radiating clades and different numbers of 
polymorphism from their genomes. We used the results to sketch current research gaps, 
opportunities, and challenges in molecular ecology studies of radiations. We did not place 
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emphasis on theoretical questions at the interface of genotype, phenotype, and fitness 
during species diversification, as these issues have been dealt with elsewhere (e.g. Salamin 
et al. 2010; Smadja & Butlin 2011; The Marie Curie SPECIATION network 2011; Simões et 
al. 2016; Kostikova et al. 2016). We close by suggesting priorities for future research, with 
special emphasis on the exciting opportunities provided by novel tools now available to 
molecular ecologists around the world. 
 
Molecular ecology studies of radiations – the last 20 years 
We carried out a targeted review of studies on species radiations published in MOLECULAR 
ECOLOGY by accessing Web of Science in December 2015, using the search terms 
‘radiation’, ‘speciation’ and ‘population’. We double-checked with Google Scholar that no 
relevant studies had been overlooked. After filtering the results to include primary literature 
only (excluding review and perspective articles), our search yielded 93 studies published 
between 1996 and 2015 (Table 1; Table S1; all listed in reference section of this paper). 
Our time points for accessing the literature and for analyzing and summarizing the results 
depended on the work flow of ongoing research projects in our labs; particularly relevant 
studies published more recently are discussed here as well, whenever appropriate.  
The reviewed studies include numerous noteworthy contributions that are likely to 
impact on future molecular ecology studies of radiations. They address some of the most 
hotly debated evolutionary radiations in animals and plants, including cichlids (e.g. 
Schliewen et al. 2001; Albertson et al. 2014; Colombo et al. 2013; Keller et al. 2013; 
Manousaki et al. 2013; Ford et al. 2015), sticklebacks (Gow et al. 2006; Berner et al. 2010; 
Deagle et al. 2013; Feulner et al. 2013), Anolis lizzards (Glor et al. 2005; Ng & Glor 2011; 
Munoz et al. 2013), Heliconius butterflies (Nadeau et al. 2013), Darwin´s finches (Petren et 
al. 2005), plants of the Hawaiian silversword alliance (Lawton-Rauh et al. 2007), oak trees 
(Cavender-Bares et al. 2015), and bromeliads (Palma-Silva et al. 2011). Due to the targeted 
nature of our search and the specific search terms used, our literature review is certainly not 
exhaustive. Nevertheless, it should be broadly representative of available molecular ecology 
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and evolutionary genomic studies of species radiations in animals and plants. Many other 
interesting studies on other groups may be identified by broadening the search to include 
also taxonomically focused journals, which could be a worthwhile enterprise for future work. 
 Our graphical summary of reviewed studies (Fig. 1) reveals an upward trend in yearly 
numbers of molecular ecology studies of species radiations over the last 20 years. In 
particular, a rapid increase in studies situated within world biodiversity hotspots becomes 
apparent from the early 2000’s onwards (Fig. 1), coinciding roughly with the publication of 
major synthetic work on the role of biodiversity hotspots in setting world-wide conservation 
priorities (Myers et al. 2000). Our review database also allowed cross-tabulation of the 
reviewed articles with taxonomic groups, biogeographic features, and molecular methods 
covered by each study (Table S1). Perhaps most conspicuously, the distribution of studies 
was highly unequal across taxonomic groups (Fig. 2; Chi square test; p<0.001). Studies 
focusing on fishes were greatly overrepresented, whereas several other groups of organisms 
were grossly under-represented, including plants, arthropods, and fungi (Fig. 2). This attests 
to the important role of fish model systems (e.g. cichlids and sticklebacks) in inspiring and 
driving progress in molecular ecology / population genetic research on species radiations, 
and it points to the need for further work including also other species-rich and ecologically 
important organismal groups. The reviewed studies were also unequally distributed among 
biogeographic regions (p<0.001), with a strong representation of research in the tropics (49 
studies), followed by temperate regions (20 studies) and regions with Mediterranean 
climates (9 studies) (Table 1; Table S1). This all makes sense, as it indicates molecular 
ecologists focused their research on regions with the highest species richness (the tropics), 
regions with traditionally strong research funding and infrastructure (temperate Europe and 
North America), and regions that “tick both boxes” (biodiversity hotspots with Mediterranean 
climates).  
Examination of the molecular marker methods used in each study (Box 1) indicated 
that molecular ecology studies of radiations carried out thus far relied on organellar (plastid 
and mitochondrial) DNA sequences, microsatellite markers, and Sanger-sequenced nuclear 
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genes or genome regions (60, 28, and 26 studies, respectively; Table 1; Table S1). The 
preponderance of organellar studies was expected given that sequencing of organellar DNA 
regions is widely known as the simplest approach for gathering genetic data on many 
species, an advantage that is also appreciated by the DNA barcoding community (Hebert et 
al. 2003; Collins & Cruickshank 2013). Interestingly, a sizable proportion of articles (13 
studies representing 14% of all reviewed papers) already used NGS genotyping methods 
such as Restriction site Associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) or Genotyping by 
Sequencing (GBS) for studying radiations. This indicates great potential for molecular 
ecologists to adopt short-read genotyping-by-sequencing methods for their research on 
radiations, especially for radiating complexes of closely related species and sub-specific 
taxa, where de novo clustering or reference-mapping of sequence reads is expected to be 
easiest (Box 1). The successful integration of GBS and RAD-seq into studies of radiations 
was clearly facilitated by the development of user-friendly methods for de novo clustering of 
sequence reads (e.g. Catchen et al. 2013), and by the availability of genome assemblies for 
reference-mapping and detecting DNA polymorphisms in model radiations often used by 
evolutionary biologists (The Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; Brawand et al. 2014; 
Christe et al. 2016; Varikova et al. 2016). There is considerable potential to extend this type 
of research to polyploids and taxa with variation in ploidy level, provided that appropriate 
statistical tools are used to detect and analyze genetic loci and allelic variation (e.g. Arnold 
et al. 2016; Zohren et al. 2016). Although perhaps of less concern in animals and fungi, 
variation in ploidy is significant in many plant lineages (Soltis & Soltis 2016). Thus, NGS 
approaches to studying polyploid groups may expand or even change our concepts of 
species diversity, radiations, and global patterns of diversity. This research will no doubt 
benefit greatly from the continued improvement of read lengths in high-throughput 
sequencing technologies (e.g. PacBio or Oxford Nanopore), which will aid the identification 
of homologues and paralogues arising from genome doubling. 
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As outlined earlier, the trade-off between sampling many individuals, populations, 
and species from radiating clades and sampling many genetic markers from their genomes 
represents a major limitation in studies of radiations. Sufficient sampling is necessary to 
confidently capture the genomic variation present within and among radiating taxa. Simply 
put, this is important for assessing the influence of population-level processes on macro-
evolutionary patterns. To provide an illustrative example familiar to most researchers dealing 
with diversification and radiation, molecular genetic data can potentially challenge the a priori 
taxonomic delimitation of species, the fundamental biological units of investigation in most 
studies of radiations, and the ability to do so will depend on sample size. We were thus 
interested in comparing prior numbers of species (=a priori species designations based on 
taxonomic knowledge) to posterior numbers of species (=after applying molecular markers) 
across the reviewed studies (Fig. 3). Our assignment of ‘species’ in both cases followed the 
verdicts by the authors of the reviewed studies, backed up by quantitative data presented in 
the reviewed papers; we acknowledge that this procedure may be affected by philosophical 
predispositions of each study´s authors concerning species delimitation.  
We found numerous departures from a perfect match between prior and posterior 
species numbers (=departures from the diagonal), especially for studies that focused all their 
efforts on a small prior number of species (≤10) (Fig. 3). These departures suggest that 
molecular ecologists either “lumped” species that had been hypothesized to be distinct at the 
outset of their studies, or that they alternatively detected new cryptic taxa based on the 
molecular genetic data. We modelled the difference between prior and posterior species 
numbers with a range of different predictor variables using generalized linear mixed effect 
models (GLM’s), making use of the glm, lme, and MuMin packages in R (Table S2). 
Following initial exploratory trials including all possible predictor variables in model 
comparisons, we focused our analysis on the effects of the type of genome sampled 
(nuclear vs. organellar, extracted from Table S1). This was justified because this variable 
showed the highest importance among all predictor variables (Table S2). We also examined 
the effect of sample size expressed as the number of populations per species (no. pop) and 
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number of individuals per population (ind_per_pop) along with the type of genome sampled, 
as sample size can significantly influence the ability to detect statistical relationships. The 
results revealed a consistent and significant effect of the type of genome sampled, with 
nuclear genomic data leading to the detection of more species compared to organellar data 
alone (Table S2; model 5; slope=1, p<0.01, model AIC=342.85). With regard to sample size, 
number of populations led to a decrease in the residual sum of squares and stronger model 
support (Table S2; chi-square model 1 ~ model 5: residual deviance=7.23, p=0.07, 
ΔAIC=1.31). We note that other, untested factors may in principle also have influenced these 
patterns, such as the size of “manageable” species complexes. For example, larger groups 
may already be maximally split by taxonomists, whereas smaller groups could present more 
uncertainty in species numbers with more room for “lumping” or “splitting”. Nevertheless, an 
important role of sample size is difficult to dispute (Table S2). Taken together, our results 
suggest that increasing the numbers of populations sampled for each species facilitates the 
detection of cryptic taxa in molecular ecology studies of radiations, but the choice between 
genomic vs. organellar DNA is far more important. This clearly calls for an increased 
sampling from nuclear genomes to fully document and understand species radiations. 
 
Recent achievements and current research challenges 
Despite recent ground-breaking research on a small number of ‘model’ radiations in animals 
and plants (e.g. The Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; Brawand et al. 2014; 
Lamichhaney et al. 2015; Novikova et al. 2016) and the many interesting studies analyzed in 
the present contribution, it is clear that most students and researchers of radiations in non-
model groups still face considerable challenges putting together micro- and 
macroevolutionary approaches and data to obtain a more complete picture of the drivers and 
limits of radiations at all relevant spatial and temporal scales. This already becomes 
apparent from the observation that most studies reviewed here used either a population 
genetic sampling strategy (very few species, many individuals per species) or a phylogenetic 
sampling strategy (many species, very few individuals per species). Thus, the numbers of 
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species sampled in each study and numbers of individuals sampled for each population 
were negatively correlated (Spearmans rho = -0.439, p<0.0001). Hence, in our opinion only 
few of the reviewed studies managed to convincingly cross the micro / macro divide. This 
includes the studies by Cavender-Bares et al. (2015) on American live oaks (Quercus spp.), 
Nadeau et al. (2013) on Heliconius butterflies, the comparative landscape genetics of 
Darwin´s finches by Petren et al. (2005), several of the cichlid papers, and Prunier et al. 
(2010) on the southern African plant radiation of Proteas. The latter study presents a rare 
test for ´explosive bursts´ of speciation as expected for early stages of adaptive radiation 
(Gavrilets & Vose 2005), making use of hierarchical variance partitioning of molecular 
genetic marker data.  
 
Overall, our targeted review of molecular ecology studies of radiations in one of the 
leading subject journals suggests that much progress has been made in recent years. 
Several studies achieved extensive sampling of nuclear genomes and transcriptomes using 
NGS approaches and compared the results to phenotypic diversity in radiating taxa, thus 
revealing mosaics of adaptive / parallel and neutral / nonparallel patterns of evolution (e.g. 
Keller et al. 2013; Manousaki et al. 2013; Nadeau et al. 2013). Such mosaic patterns have 
long been predicted for ecological speciation and adaptive radiation in the face of gene flow 
(Gavrilets & Vose 2005; Nosil 2012). Studies such as this now set the stage for future work 
to elucidate the mechanisms and drivers of radiation in a much greater number of 
ecologically important radiations of animals, plants, fungi, and other organisms (Fig. 2). 
Clearly, far more nuclear genomic data (in addition to information on organellar genomes) 
will be necessary to resolve both patterns and processes responsible for radiations in a 
meaningful way. In fact, using the scatter plot in Fig. 3 as an illustrative example, we 
encourage aspiring students and researchers studying radiations to face the challenge of 
increasingly pushing their research efforts from the lower left towards the upper right corner 
of the graph. This implies sampling more species with stronger within-species sampling 
(especially more populations of each species) and more elaborate sampling of nuclear 
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genomes. How can this goal possibly be reached at reasonable effort and cost? Below we 
suggest possible ways forward for the coming years, using a graphical approach to sketch 
current challenges and opportunities (Fig. 4), and drawing from the ‘toolbox’ now available to 
molecular ecologists (Box 1). 
 
 
Opportunities and priorities for future research 
In our view, possibly the greatest opportunity and priority for future research on species 
radiations in the coming years will reside in scaling up the sampling and analysis of 
populations, species, and genomes of radiating taxa across all relevant evolutionary time 
scales, in order to bridge the traditional micro / macro divide in studies of radiations alluded 
to in the introduction of this paper. We sketch this task graphically in Fig. 4. It is now widely 
accepted that understanding the causes of radiations requires the in-depth analysis of 
ecological and biogeographical correlates of diversification at the macro-evolutionary scale 
(Barraclough & Vogler 2000; Linder 2008; Cavender-Bares et al. 2009; Kozak & Wiens 
2010). This is readily illustrated by research on niche conservatism and niche evolution 
(Wiens & Donoghue 2004). Fig. 4A shows phylogenetic trees and networks of species and 
sub-specific taxa from a hypothetical radiation of animals or plants. Since the authors of this 
paper study neotropical plant radiations, we picked an example of taxa radiating on the 
South American continent. The orange and green circles at the tips of the tree superimposed 
on the geographic map (Fig. 4A) represent distinct ecological traits, e.g. green to orange 
may indicate a shift to the epiphytic growth habit or to hummingbird pollination in neotropical 
plants, that is, a key innovation facilitating the invasion of a new adaptive zone (Givnish 
2015). We note that the graph represents a simplification, as the invasion of new niches or 
adaptive zones will often be facilitated by changes in multiple traits, rather than a single trait 
alone. Nevertheless, the graph may serve to illustrate our point: the orange trait is 
associated with more rapid diversification, thus its appearance – and niche evolution 
associated with it – may be hypothesized to be causally linked to rapid diversification in this 
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group (Wiens & Donoghue 2004; Givnish 2015). Still, testing causality and the actual 
evolutionary and molecular mechanisms responsible requires additional research based on 
population genetics, genomics, and molecular biology. 
 The inset under the magnifying glass in Fig. 4A illustrates the population geneticist’s 
approach of “looking inside the tips of the tree” of a radiation (e.g. sensu Chaves et al. 2016) 
and uncovering key genetic patterns and processes for radiating taxa at the sub-specific 
level, e.g. using tree- or network-based approaches. Molecular ecologists generally seek to 
support such results by quantitative data on the hierarchical partitioning of genomic variation 
around the species level. Here, yellow, orange, and red circles indicate locally adapted 
populations or ecotypes with differences in adaptive traits with known or unknown genetic 
basis. Population divergence may be due to drift or locally varying selection on adaptive 
traits, and the latter scenario is depicted here. A well developed framework exists for 
detecting the footprints of selection in molecular population genetic or quantitative trait data 
(Conner & Hartl 2004; Nielsen 2005), and readers of this journal will be well familiar with 
these concepts. What matters most to the present contribution – and to the future of 
research on radiations in our view – is to break down the traditional barriers between the 
macro- and micro-scales depicted in Fig. 4A. Below we argue that this is now becoming 
feasible in many non-model radiations of animals and plants. We place particular emphasis 
on practical aspects of gathering the necessary genomic data, rather than theoretical or 
analytical issues, which have been dealt with elsewhere (above). 
 To appreciate the current state-of-the-art of molecular ecology research on 
evolutionary radiations, it helps to remember that the most widely used molecular tools used 
by researchers studying radiations thus far (Box 1) are informative and useful either at very 
short evolutionary time scales, i.e. within and between closely related species, or at rather 
long evolutionary time scales, i.e. across many species or higher-level taxa (Fig. 4B). 
Microsatellites and RAD-seq / GBS clearly fall within the former group, whereas sequencing 
of organellar markers generally falls within the latter (Box 1; Fig. 4B), perhaps with the 
exception of synonymous mutations in mitochondrial DNA regions under weak selective 
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constraints (Hebert et al. 2003). All these approaches will likely continue to be useful for 
studies of specific aspects of radiations, and their general potentials and pitfalls have been 
discussed elsewhere (e.g. Barbará et al. 2007; Davey et al. 2011; Lexer et al. 2013; Ellegren 
2014; Schlötterer et al. 2014). Nevertheless, the future of studies of radiations clearly resides 
in other approaches able to span a larger range of evolutionary time scales. Thus, aspiring 
students and researchers may wish to give priority to these, if the goal is to understand the 
mechanisms underlying diversification across the micro / macro divide, that is, across the 
entire sequence of events from population divergence to speciation to radiation. 
Whole genome sequencing (WGS) of radiating taxa emerges as potentially the most 
powerful and desirable approach to connect research on micro- and macroevolutionary 
aspects of radiations within or between related genera (Box 1; Fig. 4B). In fact, a growing 
number of studies demonstrate that applying WGS to studies of speciation and radiation is 
entirely feasible, as long as an assembled and annotated reference genome and sufficient 
resources are available (The Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; Brawand et al. 2014; 
Lamichhaney et al. 2015; Ellegren 2014; Christe et al. 2016; McGee et al. 2016; Novikova et 
al. 2016). Although not covered specifically in our study, WGS approaches are also certainly 
feasible in species groups originating from genome doubling, with available case studies 
spanning from recent autopolyploids (Arnold et al. 2016) to allopolyploids (products of past 
hybridization events; Zohres et al. 2016) to paleopolyploids with ancient traces of whole 
genome duplications (e.g. Christe et al. 2016). This is good news for students of organismal 
groups in which genome doubling has evidently contributed to diversification, which includes 
many families of flowering plants (Soltis & Soltis 2016). In all these contexts, it helps to keep 
in mind that the human power, creativity, and time required to develop and validate the 
constantly improving bioinformatics pipelines needed tends to be a far more limiting resource 
than the money spent on the actual sequencing. In our experience, this fact is sometimes 
still under-appreciated by research groups looking to venture into second- or third-generation 
sequencing approaches for studying radiations. Given sufficient, well-trained human power 
for bioinformatics and downstream evolutionary genetics we predict that WGS will contribute 
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greatly to future studies of radiations, as more annotated reference genome assemblies 
become available for non-model groups, and as sequencing throughput continues to 
increase dramatically (Davey et al. 2011). In effect, we anticipate a smooth transition 
between the low-coverage ´genome skimming´ approaches already widely applied in 
systematic biology (Straub et al. 2012; Hollingsworth et al. 2016; Box 1) and full-blown 
WGS, as sequencing costs decrease further in the coming years. Thus, beginning students 
and researchers interested in studying radiations (or any other genetic aspect of biodiversity) 
at the present time are well advised to acquire vital skills in genome bioinformatics early on 
in their careers, along with a firm understanding of evolutionary biology and the ability to 
analyze genetic information jointly with extensive datasets on multivariate phenotypes, niche 
space, and fitness landscapes. 
As an alternative to WGS, targeted resequencing of selected genome regions yields 
more manageable datasets for potentially much larger sample sizes, which is highly 
desirable for studies aiming to span both micro- and macro-evolutionary scales. Thus, we 
suspect that many researchers studying radiations will wish to turn to targeted resequencing 
as an attractive and feasible alternative to WGS. Transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq) has 
also yielded valuable insights in studies of ecotype divergence, speciation, and radiation, as 
exemplified by two cichlid papers among the reviewed studies (Colombo et al. 2013; 
Manousaki et al. 2013). Nevertheless, due to the difficulty of sampling fresh material for 
proper RNA conservation and extraction, we suspect that future studies of radiations may 
wish to employ RNA-seq primarily as a marker discovery tool for subsequent exome (i.e. 
protein coding DNA) capture. 
Approaches for targeted resequencing (‘sequence capture’ from here onwards) have 
been in place for several years (Box 1; Mamanova et al. 2010; Meyer & Kircher 2010). 
Sequence capture has been applied successfully to multi-species settings including 
radiations (Lemmon et al. 2012; Nadeau et al. 2012), and clever indexing / multiplexing 
strategies enable standard second-generation (e.g. Illumina) sequencing of thousands of 
samples (Rohland & Reich 2012). Notably, sequence capture is known to be practicable 
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even for biological samples yielding only minute amounts of DNA, even if partially degraded 
(Mamanova et al. 2010; Meyer & Kircher 2010). This is relevant for the study of ‘recalcitrant’ 
non-model species posing difficulties during DNA extraction, and even more so for projects 
based on biological material from herbaria and museum collections (Buerki & Baker 2016). 
We anticipate that herbaria (and museum collections more generally) will play crucial roles in 
facilitating research on broad-scale patterns of genomic diversity and diversification, given 
their richness of preserved specimens that yield fragmented DNA suitable for NGS 
techniques. Herbaria and other collections thus hold great promise for enabling or expanding 
genomic studies of species that may be rare and/or protected in the wild. 
 
Concluding remarks 
Among currently available molecular ecology approaches (Box 1 and Fig. 4B), WGS and 
sequence capture may be best suited for addressing the current major research gaps and 
challenges faced by studies of species radiations, which can be summarized concisely as 
follows: (1) to tackle the many ‘non-model’ organismal groups currently underrepresented in 
studies of radiations (Fig. 2), including those for which high-quality tissue samples are 
difficult to come by or specimens from herbaria or museum collections (Suchan et al. 2016), 
(2) to scale up the sampling of populations and species in order to move the field forward 
from ‘speciation genomics’ towards ‘evolutionary radiation genomics’, thus filling the sparsely 
populated upper right portion of sample size space exemplified in Fig. 3, (3) to achieve more 
elaborate and representative sampling of nuclear genomes in studies of radiations, (4) to 
increasingly capture those genes and regulatory elements that matter most to the 
evolutionary process, in addition to neutrally evolving sequence regions. The last goal can 
be achieved by picking the ‘bait’ molecules used for target sequence capture to include sets 
of candidate genes (best with surrounding regulatory regions) and pathways with clear a 
priori hypotheses about causal relationships with diversification (The Heliconius Genome 
Consortium 2012; Lamichhaney et al. 2015, Eyres et al. 2016), e.g. candidate genes for 
adaptive traits or ‘key innovations’ in the case of adaptive radiation. With transcriptome and 
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genome assemblies accumulating rapidly for many species and swift progress in the 
development of functional annotation tools, it seems that the time is now right for molecular 
ecologists to accept the challenge of studying radiations (as opposed to studying pairs or 
small groups of diverging taxa), thus building on theoretical advances in connecting micro- 
and macro-evolutionary studies made in recent years (Salamin et al. 2010; Smadja & Butlin 
2011; The Marie Curie SPECIATION network 2011; Seehausen et al. 2014; Simões et al. 
2016; Kostikova et al. 2016). The role of transposable element (TE) dynamics (Brawand et 
al. 2014), structural genomic (Feulner et al. 2013) and epigenomic variation in fuelling 
radiations also represent highly promising avenues for future research. We look forward to 
seeing many exciting new studies of radiations that successfully bridge micro- and macro-
evolutionary approaches in the coming years. 
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Box 1. Genomic approaches suitable for studying evolutionary radiations 
Nuclear microsatellites 
Nuclear microsatellite markers have been utilized for studies of population genetic diversity 
and differentiation since the early 1990´s (Jarne & Lagoda 1996). The sequence regions 
flanking microsatellites are often sufficiently conserved for designing PCR primers that are 
functional across related species and sometimes even across genera (Schlötterer et al. 
1991; Steinkellner et al. 1997; Barbará et al. 2007), thus microsatellite markers have been 
useful for studies of species complexes and radiations. This is exemplified by 27 of our 
reviewed studies that used microsatellites as molecular tools for studying radiations (Table 
1; Table S1). Due to their complex mutation patterns and a low potential for multiplexing (i.e. 
moderate cost efficiency), many molecular ecologists currently tend to prefer other methods 
for studying radiations (below). We suspect that microsatellites will continue to be useful for 
understanding fine-scale patterns of population subdivision and/or variation in reproductive 
strategies in radiating taxa, and generally in situations where low sequence polymorphism 
calls for markers with high mutation rates. 
 
AFLP 
Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) (Vos et al. 1995) is a DNA fingerprinting 
method that was in frequent use mainly in the 1990’s and early 2000’s. The presence / 
absence patterns in AFLP are typically interpreted as dominant marker information. The 
method has been useful for studying radiations (e.g. six of our reviewed studies used it) and 
has largely been replaced by NGS-based genotyping by sequencing approaches in recent 
years (below). 
Amplicon sequencing of organellar DNA 
Amplicon sequencing of organellar (i.e. mitochondrial or plastid) DNA has long been popular 
in phlyogeographic and phylogenetic studies (Zhang & Hewitt 2003), mainly because of the 
ease of discovering and detecting polymorphism in organellar genomes. Because organellar 
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genomes offer both conserved regions for PCR primer design and variable regions to be 
used as markers, they continue to be used for biogeographic and DNA barcoding studies 
(Hebert et al. 2003; Collins & Cruickshank 2013). The advantages of organellar markers lie 
in their facile detection across large evolutionary distances, the haploid (=simple) nature of 
their sequence data, and their generally maternal mode of inheritance, which provides 
information on the dispersal biology of maternal lineages (e.g. seed dispersal in the case of 
flowering plants). Their main disadvantage lies in the fact that in general, only a single non-
recombining locus is analyzed. Sixty of our reviewed studies used organellar markers, which 
attests to their popularity in molecular ecology studies of radiations. Twenty of these relied 
on organellar genomes in the complete absence of nuclear genomic data. We predict that 
organellar markers will continue to be useful in studies of radiations in conjunction with 
nuclear markers, especially for understanding the dispersal biology of radiating species. 
 
Amplicon sequencing of selected nuclear genes  
Amplicon sequencing of nuclear genes has gained rapidly in popularity in recent years 
because of its obvious advantages, e.g. gaining access to bi-parentally inherited nuclear 
genomic information across multiple species at reasonable cost. Amplicon sequencing of 
nuclear DNA was greatly facilitated by the ability to detect orthologous single or low copy 
nuclear genes in comparative genomic databases (e.g. Duarte et al. 2010) and the rapid 
development of the analytical toolbox available for analyzing sequence data (Nielsen 2005) 
including rapid haplotype phasing. In fact, 26 of our reviewed studies made use of amplicon 
sequencing of nuclear loci, typically using the classical Sanger method. We suspect that 
amplicon sequencing of nuclear genes will continue to be useful for medium-throughput 
studies of radiations, especially if carried out using cost-effective sequencing technologies. 
In this context, an advantage of amplicon sequencing compared to targeted resequencing 
(below) is its greater ability to recover homologous sequence information in the face of 
partial or whole-genome duplications. 
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NGS genotyping using GBS or RAD-seq approaches 
Genotyping by sequencing approaches based on second or later generation sequencing 
technologies are rapidly increasing in popularity in studies of radiations, as exemplified by 13 
recent studies in our review database (14% of studies) that used them (Table 1; Table S1). 
Typical protocols include Restriction site Associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq; Baird et al. 
2008), Genotyping by Sequencing (GBS; Elshire et al. 2011; Parchman et al. 2012), or 
double digest RAD sequencing (ddRADseq; Peterson et al. 2012). All of these involve the 
idea of reducing the complexity of sequencing templates by restriction digestion (van 
Orsouw et al. 2007), followed by different selection steps and the addition of barcoding 
molecules to allow multiplexing on high-throughput (e.g. Illumina) sequencing platforms. 
RAD-seq approaches contain shearing and size selection steps not present in GBS (Davey 
et al. 2011), and ddRAD-seq was especially designed to achieve more even sequencing 
coverage across individuals and genomes (Peterson et al. 2012). The general advantages 
and disadvantages of these approaches have been discussed elsewhere (e.g. Davey et al. 
2011; Peterson et al. 2012; Puritz et al. 2014). In the context of studies of radiations, we 
expect that RAD and GBS methods will continue to be useful in the coming years. Their 
potential is greatest for complexes of closely related taxa, where sequence divergence is still 
low enough to allow reliable alignment during de novo clustering (“stack building”) or during 
mapping of sequence reads against reference genomes. This is important because both de 
novo clustering and reference-mapping require the definition of sequence mismatch 
thresholds (e.g. 95% criterion or maximum of 3 mismatches) to maximize the chance that 
similar sequence reads obtained from different populations and species are indeed allelic, 
i.e. that they are orthologous rather than paralogous (see Davey et al. 2011; Lexer et al. 
2013). With these caveats in mind, RAD and GBS approaches represent highly valuable 
sources of many thousands of codominant, sequence-based genetic markers for studying 
radiations, with good potential to target gene-rich genome regions by choosing methylation-
sensitive restriction endonucleases. 
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Whole genome sequencing (WGS) 
Currently available sequencing technologies make it feasible to study the genomes of 
radiating taxa by resequencing of entire genomes at low coverage (typically 10-20x). At the 
present time, this is most commonly done within larger research projects or consortia (The 
Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; Brawand et al. 2014; Lamichhaney et al. 2015; 
Ellegren 2014; Novikova et al. 2016). Nevertheless, WGS studies of radiating taxa are also 
entirely feasible for smaller research groups and are now within reach for molecular ecology 
studies of radiations in many groups of animals and plants, as long as an assembled 
reference genome is available in the same family or preferably the same genus. For 
example, a back-of-the-envelope calculation shows that for an organism with a genome of 
500 mega bases (MB), 100 individuals can be individually sequenced at >10x coverage by 
current second-generation sequencing technologies (e.g. Illumina HiSeq) for the equivalent 
of 25 000-35 000 US dollars or less. Thus, WGS studies of radiations are primarily limited by 
the availability of suitable biological samples to represent the ‘genomic substrate’ present in 
the target radiation and the necessary computational skills for analyzing the data, rather than 
the actual sequencing step. There is great potential to further increase sample sizes in WGS 
studies of radiations by sequencing and analyzing pools of DNA, with each pool consisting of 
many individuals from particular populations, locality, or taxa (Schlötterer et al. 2014). In 
effect, we suspect that WGS will increasingly replace so-called ´genome skimming´ 
approaches often used in systematic biology (very low coverage sequencing yielding mainly 
plastid, mitochondrial, and ribosomal DNA data; Straub et al. 2012) as sequencing costs 
decrease further and more nuclear reference genome assemblies become available. Thus, 
we expect that low-coverage WGS of populations and species will rapidly become the 
benchmark of population genetic and molecular ecology studies of radiations.  
Targeted resequencing 
Targeted resequencing or ‘sequence capture’ is an increasingly popular approach of partial 
genomic resequencing. Its main rationale is to focus sequencing efforts on a manageable 
number of genome regions of interest (e.g. ‘exome capture’ or resequencing of specific loci), 
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rather than the entire genome. Approaches for sequence capture have been in place for 
several years now, and currently used methods (either in solution or on arrays) greatly 
outperform conventional PCR amplicon sequencing in terms of throughput, efficiency, and 
practicability (Mamanova et al. 2010; Meyer & Kircher 2010). Thus, sequence capture is 
rapidly becoming the method of choice for evolutionary genetic studies from the micro- to the 
macro-scale (Rohland & Reich 2012; Lemmon et al. 2012; Nadeau et al. 2012). We expect 
that targeted resequencing will greatly help students and researchers of species radiations 
to overcome the challenge of sequencing many individuals, populations, and species for 
fairly large numbers of functionally interesting genome regions. Since they effectively enrich 
genomic DNA templates for the chosen targets, capture approaches are expected to be 
useful for recovering genomic information from tissues that contain only minute amounts of 
DNA, as is typically the case for museum or herbarium specimens (Buerki & Baker 2016). 
Thus, sequence capture holds great promise for the rapid assessment of genomic diversity 
across a wide range of spatial, temporal, and taxonomic scales. 
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Figure legends 
 
Fig. 1. Summary of the reviewed articles by publication year, separated into studies situated 
within and outside of recognized world biodiversity hotspots. No studies of radiations outside 
of biodiversity hotspots were identified with our search terms before 2001. 
 
Fig. 2. Summary of the reviewed articles by taxonomic group, broken down by the number of 
a priori recognized species included in each study. 
 
Fig. 3. Prior species numbers (x axis; a priori species designations based on traditional 
taxonomy) versus posterior species numbers (y axis; species designations after applying 
molecular markers) colour-labelled by taxonomic group. Circle sizes are proportional to the 
numbers of studies represented by each data point. For generalized linear mixed effect 
models (GLM’s) explaining the relationship between prior and posterior species numbers 
see text and Table S2. Two studies with both prior and posterior species numbers of 33 and 
44, respectively, were included in GLM’s but are not depicted in the graph for better visibility 
of the remaining data points. The diagonal allows inspecting departures of the data from a 
perfect linear relationship. 
 
Fig. 4. Major concepts, scales, and approaches currently relevant to molecular ecology 
studies of species radiations, including concepts and approaches expected to advance 
research on radiations in the coming years. A, Hypothetical phylogeny of radiating taxa, with 
orange and green circles representing ecologically important traits (e.g. traits facilitating the 
invasion of a new adaptive zone). The orange trait is associated with rapid diversification, i.e. 
radiation. Orange and green taxa differ in their altitudinal ranges, with green taxa found at 
lower altitudes and orange taxa at higher altitudes, as may be the case for plant taxa with 
different pollination syndromes. Latitudinal delimitation of orange and green clades is only for 
ease of visualization. The inset under the magnifying glass shows the population geneticist’s 
angle of studying radiations, e.g. using tree- or network-based approaches. Here, yellow, 
orange, and red circles indicate locally adapted populations or ecotypes with differences in 
adaptive traits, exemplified by elevational adaptation in mountains. The transition between 
the micro- and macro-evolutionary scales (or between phylogenetics and population 
genetics, respectively) is in fact more continuous than depicted in the graph. B, Different 
molecular and genomic approaches currently in use for studying radiations, including their 
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practicability across different taxonomic ranks and levels of divergence. Whole genome 
sequencing (WGS) is potentially applicable across a wider taxonomic range than depicted 
here, when considering study designs that specifically target conserved coding regions (thus 
discarding the bulk of more divergent sequence reads obtained from intergenic space), and 
so-called ´genome skimming´ approaches targeting primarily organellar and ribosomal DNA. 
 
 
Supporting Information accompanying this paper: 
 
Table S1. Essential biological and technical features recovered from 93 studies on species 
radiations published in MOLECULAR ECOLOGY over a 20-year period. Full citations of all 
articles are provided in the reference section of this paper. 
 
Table S2: Performance of different predictors and models to explain the difference between 
prior and posterior numbers of species in the articles reviewed for this Opinion paper. 
Abbreviations: prior_posterior, difference between prior and posterior number of species; 
genome, type of genome sampled, i.e. either including nuclear genomes or organellar 
genomes only; year, publication year of study, no_pop, number of populations sampled; 
nb_ind, total number of individuals sampled for each study; ind_per_pop, number of 
individuals per population. For graphical representation of prior versus posterior species 
numbers see Fig. 3 of main paper. 
 
 
Table 1. Summary of molecular ecology studies of species  
radiations reviewed for this Opinion paper. 
 
Category1 No. of items 
Total no. of reviewed studies  93 
    Within hotspots 69 
    Outside hotspots 24 
By biogeographic region  
    Mediterranean 9 
    Polar 4 
    Temperate 20 
    Tropical 49 
    Tropical-temperate 5 
    Widespread / other 6 
By molecular method2  
    AFLP3 6 
    Microsatellites 28 
    Nuclear sequencing4 26 
    Organellar sequencing4 60 
    NGS genotyping5 13 
    Genomic / other6 6 
 
1For study counts in different organismal groups see Fig. 1,  
for complete review database analyzed see Table S1. 2Numbers  
exceed the total no. of studies, because many studies employed 
more than one molecular method. 3Amplified Fragment Length  
Polymorphism.4Mainly Sanger sequencing of PCR amplicons.  
5Studies employing GBS or RAD-seq. 6Includes RNA-seq and  
microarray-based gene expression studies. 
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